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OPINION 

su.aaxy of Decision 
We conclude that Southern california Gas Company (SoCal) 

has failed to demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence the 
reasonableness of hazardous waste (Hazwaste) cleanup eXpenses under 
review tor rate recovery in this proceeding. We do not disallow 
recovery of the expenses, but rather defer recovery at this time~ 

We also conolude that the reasonableness review procedure 
may not be appropriate for recovery of Hazwaste expenses. We 
invite comments from interested parties and potential interested 
parties on the appropriate ratemaking treatment for Hazwaste 
cleanup expenses. We particularly welcome comments on potential 
alternatives t6 reasonableness review, including but not limited to 
proposals based upon incentive mechanisms or which contain elements 
Of cost sharing. we anticipate that the commission will theH) " 
establ ish a sui table vehicle for recovery of Haz\o,'aste cleanup 
expenses, and if necessary; order evidentiary hearings based on 
that prOcedure to determine what expenses, if any, should he 
recovered from ratepayers. A final decision will address actual 
recovery. Parties should be on notice that the standard adopted in 
this proceeding may be used in similar caseS. Our goal is to ' 
fashion a pragmatic, manageable mechanism for dealing with Hazwaste 
cleanup expenses, one fair both to ratepayers and utiiity 
shareholders and fully consistent ~ith our duties Of reguiatory 
oversight. 

We authorize SoCal to book into a subaccount up to 
$50,000 in imminent endangerment cleanup eXpenses. The imminent 
endangerment cleanup expenses shall be SUbJect to reView before 
being allowed in rates. 

We find that socal's polychlorinated biphenYls (PCBs) 
cleanup expenses through December 31, 1988 were reasonable and 
prudent. We also find that SoCal's settlement with Transwestern 
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pipeilne Company (Transwestern) regarding recovery of PCBs cleanup 
expenses was reasonable. 
BackgroUnd 

On september 23, 1987, the Commission issued Deoision 
(0.) 87-09-078 which adopted, among other things, a procedure to 
allow socal to book its Hazwaste cieanup program eXpenses in a 
memorandum account. D.87-09-07~ required socal to tile an annual 
report by March 1 of each year starting in 1989, describing its 
Hazwaste cleanup activities during the previous calendar year as 
well as projected activities for the next 12 months. D.87-09-078 

also required Socal to file an application for a reasonableness 
review of Hazwaste cleanup expenses incurred during the previous 
year no later than 60 days after the filing of its annual report. 

The Commission later modified 0.87-09-078 by 0.89-09-032 

which revised the schedule for tiling applications for 
reasonablenesS review. D.89-09-032 required SOCal to file an 
application for a reasonableness review of its Hazwaste oleanup 
expenses when the balance in the memorandum account exceeded $5 
million and to file such an application at least every three years 
regardless ot the balance in the memorandum account. 

The procedure tor recovery o£ Hazwaste cleanup expenses 
was further modified in D.90-01-016 in 8oCal's Test Year 1990 

general rate case. 0.90-01-016 provided for base rate fundirtg of 
Hazwaste investigatory eXpenses as of January 15, 1990 and excluded 
any investigatory expenses from the memorandum account on or after 
that date. 

In accordance with the ~odi£ied procedure, SoCal, on 
April 30, 1991, filed its first reasonableness review application 
(Application (A.) 91-04-044). A.91-04-044 seeks reasonableness 
review of SoCal's Hazwaste remediation expenses trom september 23, 

1987 through December 1990, and Hazwaste investigatory expenses 
from September 23, 1987 through January 15, 1996. 
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A.91-04-()44 also seeks recovery of expenses related to 
the handling and cleanup of PcBs in s6Cal's pipeline' .system. The 
PCBs issue, which is discussed In detail in this order, also 
involves ~ review of SoCal's arbitration and settlement with 
Transwestern regarding recovery of PCBs eXpenses. 

wouldt 
specifically, A.91-04-044 seeks a Commission order which 

1. Find SoCal's Hazwaste cleanup expenses 
booked in the pemorandum account to be 
prudently incurred and reasonable: 

2. Authorize socal to recover in rates 
effective January 1, i993, expenses booked 
in the Hazwaste memorandum account in the 
amount of $i,O~7,090 plus interest and 
allowance for franchise fees and 
unc6llectibles; 

3. Find socal's PCBs expenses incurred through 
the review periOd ending December 31, 1988, 
to be reasonable and prudent, and find . 
SoCal's settlement of PCBs arbitration with 
Transwestern to be reasonable and prudent. 

In addition A.91-04-044 seeks certain modifications to 
the procedure for recovery of its Hazwaste cleanup eXpenses. 
Hearings 

Hearings in A.91-Q4-644 were held in LOs Angeies on 
April '1 and 8, 1992 before Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Garde. 
The matter was submitted on June 5, 1992 upon receipt of concurrent 
reply briefS. 
Co..entS on the AIJ' s PropOsed 
Decision 

The ALJ'S proposed decision was fiied and maiied t6 th~' 
parties on september 3, 1992. The proposed decision recommends an 
incentive mechanism which contains elements of the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates' (DRA) cost sharing proposal but attempts to 
correct deficiencies, which in the ALJ's view, cause that proposal 
to be flawed. SoCal, pacific Gas and Electric company (PG&E), san 
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Diego Gas' Electrio co~pany (SDG&E), and Southern california_ 
Edison Company (Edison) have tiled comments on the proposed 
decision. 

We are persuaded by the comments that additional 
information is required to make a final determination on the 
recovery of Hazwaste cleanup expenses. 
su.Baty of Parties' Proposals 

. . '.: .-

DRA's report, prepared in response to soCal's 
application, proposes a cost sharing mechanism by which 90\ of all 
prudently incurred and reasonable Hazwaste cleanup expenses be 
charged to ratepayers and 16\ to SOCal's shareholders. DRA also 
proposes a ratemaking adjustment for recove~ of Hazwaste cleanup 
eXpenses at certain Towne gas sites, where SoCal no longer owns the 
entire site but has sold a portion for a gain-on-sale to its 
shareholders. In addition to these two major policy proposais, ORA 
has expressed certain other disagreements with soCal's request. 

central to the position DRA has developed is its view 
that unique circumstances surrounding Hazwaste cleanup support 
cost sharing between ratepayers and shareholders. According to 
ORA, where cleanup sites involve several Potentially Responsible 
parties (PRPs), as do sites under the comprehensive Environmental 
RespOnse, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA or superfund), it 
is very difficult for the commIssion to assess sOCal's negotiation 
strategy and efforts to minimize the utility's share of cleanup 
expenses. DRA argues that it socalts shareholders have a monetary 
stake in the responsibility for the outcome of the negotiations, 
soCal will have an incentive to minimize its share of expenses. 

FUrther, DRA points out that under CERCLA, waste 
generators remain potentially liable for cleanup and other 
associated costs even though waste generation and disposal may have 
occurred many years agO, and despite the fact the waste may not 
have been deemed hazardous at the time of the disposal. The 
enforcing agency, such as the united states Environmental 
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protection Agency, can require the responsible parties or PRPs to 
share in the cost of cleanup. Liability under CERCLA is joint and 
severalt therefore, even if a PRP contributed only 2\ of the 
wastes, it can be required to pay for 100\ of the costs of cleanup 
if no other silent PRPs are located and obliged to contribute. 

Following the issuance of ORA's report, socal filed its 
rebuttal testimony opposing ORA's policy proposals. socal argues 
that the cost sharing proposal is whollY unjustified, is totally in 
conflict with regulatory principles and is unfair. S6tal has 
characterized ORA's proposal as an automatic 10\ disallowance or 
penalty. with respect to the Towne gas sites, SoCal argues that 
cost sharing between ratepayers and shareholders would violate the 
rule against retroactive ratemaking. since retention of the gain
on-sale for shareholders did not violat~ any commission -decision or 
rule at the time of sale and was consistent with the then existing 
accounting procedUres. 

PG&E and SDG&E also filed testimony which opposes ORA's 
policy proposals on essentially the same grounds alleged by SOCal. 
In addition, PG&E argues that to the e~tent ORA's cost sharing 
proposal has been characterized as art incentive mechanism to 
encourage Socal to pursue insurance recovery, its design is flawed. 
PG&E points out that the ORA proposal lacks a means to make S6cal
whOle and refUnd the sharehOlders' 10% responsibility even if, in· 
fact, SoCal diligently pursues its insurance carriers and other 
liable third parties. 
Reasonableness 

The first issue at hand, which has not been squarely 
addressed in the record, is whether socal has met its burden to 
demonstrate through olear and convincing evidence the 
reasonableness of all eXpenses it seeks to recoVer in rates in this 
proceeding. socal's evidence consists of a description of how the 
cleanup effort was performed and the amounts expended in the 
process. In essence, it appears to be socal's claim that, because 
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it has properly followed Commission-ad6pted procedures for b60king 
to a memorandum account eXpenses attributable to various categories 
of Hazwaste cleanup activities, the expenses are reasonable and 
thus are recoverabie in rates. soCal has not offered evidence as 
to the reasonableness of its waste generation. storage; 
transportation or disposal practices in light of standards 
applicable at the time. SOCal also has not offered adequate 
evidence as to the reasonableness of any acts or omissions with 
respect to remedial action to mitigate the environmental damage 
during the intervening years. Socal has not adequately 
demonstrated that it has borne only its fair share Of ~he cleanup 
expenses or that it has adequately pursued claims against insurance 
policies to recover cleanup costs. SoCa! has not demonstrated that 
it took the least-cost approach to cleanup, nor has it shown that 
it took ail reasonable steps to minimize legal and economic 
liability for the cleanup costs. A reasonableness review is not 
lioited to an exercise in accounting: it necessarily entaiis 
consideration of the underlying actions which gave rise to the 
expenses. SoCal has failed to demonstrate the reasonableness of 
the expenses at issue. 

In support of its claim that the expenses under reV1ew 
are reasonable, socal points out that DRA has not challenged any 
expense booked to the ~emorandum account as being unreasonable or 
imprudent. SoCal's contention is misplaced. As discussed above, 
the mere recording ofekpenses in a memorandum account does not 
demonstrate the reasonableness Of the expenses nor does it imply 
that ratepayers are automatically liable for those expenses. The 
inescapable fact is that, without an affirmative showing by the 
applicant of the reasonableness of the expenses under review, even 
in the absence of a showing to the contrary by DRA or any other 
party, the expenses cannot be recovered in rates. (Southern 
counties Gas CO" 51 Cal. P.U.C. 533, 534 (1952); Application of 
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P.T. ~ T. co., ~ cal. P.U.C. ~d 89, ~8-99 (l~'~)J·I~ r~ pacific'·· 
Bell, 27 Cal. P~U.C. 2d 1, 21, 22 (1987).) 

While we find that soCal has failed to make a~ 
affirmative showing of reasonableness, we realize that this brirden 
may be very difficult given the time frame involved, the fact that 
the sites typically take years to clean up, and the difficulty in 
assessing whether soCal has adequately pursued other PRPs ot 
insurance coverage, among other things. We believe it would be 
u~fair to deny recovery of all expenses booked i~ the HazwAste 
memorandum account because soCal has made an insufficient showing. 
However, it would be equally unfair to require ratepayers to assume 
that SoCal acted prudently at all times and pay for such expe~ses. 

Because the complexities associated with Hazwaste cleanup 
activities may make it very difficult to establish, so many years 
after the fact, that all expenses were prudently or imprudently 
incurred, the reasonableness review procedure may not be the best 
vehicle for determining rate recovery of HAzwaste cleanup expenses. 
Accordingly, we invite comments on the appropriateness of 
reasonableness revie~ and on alternative methods of recovery of 
Hazwaste cleanup expenses. We believe that consideration should be 
given to instituting a fair and balanced incentive mechanism (which 
might include elements of cost sharing between ratepayers and 
shareholders) for recovery of Hazwaste cleanup expenses which would 
eliminate the need for future reasonableness review proceedings. 
An incentive and/or cost sharing mechanism may be an appropriate 
way to assure that Soeal will have a stake in minimizing Hazwaste 
cleanup expenses. Therefore, we ask that socai and ORA, as weii as 
other interested parties and potential interested parties (e.g. 
persons and entities not nOw parties to this proceeding) file 
written comments on these issues within 90 days of the effective 
date of this order. If necessary, the Commission wili conduct 
hearings on the merits of the prOpOsals put forward. The 
Commission wili then issue a decision establishing the appropriate 
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ratemakll'lq treatment for recovery of Hazwaste eXpenses. Finaily, 
rate recovery under this mechanism will'be authorized, following 
hearings to further develop the record in this proceeding. as 
necessary. 

In order to provide those not now parties to this 
proceeding with an opportunity to participate, and pursuant to 
Rules 54 and 87 of our Rules of Practice and PrOcedure, we direct 
that potential interested parties file a Notice of Participation 
with our Docket Office within 30 days from the effective date of ' 
this decision. The notice shAll set forth the interest of the 
person or entity in this proceeding, contain a brief, preliminary 
state~ent of the issue or issues to be addressed in the comments, 
and shall identify the name, address, and telephone number of the 
person designated to accept service. The assigned ALJ will compile 
a new service list for this proceeding and mail it to all parties 
prior'to the time COF~ents are due. 
'l'he 'l'ovne Gas sites 

Before the widespread availability of natural gas in the 
1920s, synthetic gas was manUfactured from fossil fuel 
(predominantly coal and oil) fOr heating, cooking; and lighting. 
TYPically, each town had its own gas-manufacturing plant. SoCal 
had several of these gas-manufacturing plants which were called 
Towne gas plants. These early Towne gas plants were the 
forerunners of the natural gas industry today. The former Towne 
gas plant sites contain residues of the gas-manufacturing process, 
and in recent years haVe become a focus of envir6nmentalconcern. 

SOCal has identified 42 Towne gas sites tor which it may 
have an obligation for Hazwaste cleanup. Of those 42 'sites, socal 
has already sold all Or portions of 38 sites over the course of 
several decades. Three such sites are at issue in this 
application: Dinuba, Visalia, and Ventura. Socal requests 
memorandum account recovery from ratepayers for cleanup costs 
recorded for the three sites. In selling these sites, socal 
realized a gain-on-sale ~hich was credited to its shareholders but 
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which is dwarfed by the am6unt of the Hazwaste cleanup costs. With 
respect to ~he ventura station site (ventura Site), socal has some 
shared responsibility with Edison for Hazwaste oleanup_ 

The fundamental issue raised here is whether ratemakiftg 
treatment for Hazwaste eXpenses associated with these sites shoUld 
be the same as or different from the ratema.king treatment 
applicable to sites not sold for gain-on-sale to shareholders. 
since we do not propose to recoup or redistribute the gain-on-sale, 
we are not persuaded that this issue is settled by the rule against 
retroactive ratemaking. as socal and certain other parties have 
claimed in their briefs and comments. Rather; the appropriate 
analysis must squarely address whether shareholders assumed any 
risk concurrent with their retention of 9ain~on-sale in light of 
the law and practice of the time. He ask that socal and ORA as 
well as other interested parties and potential interested parties; 
address this issue in written comments. We also request comments 
on the appropriate rate.making treatment for any Hazwaste eXpenses
appropriately recoverable from ratepayers, inclUding incentive 
and/or cost sharing proposals. 

Finally. we specifically consider rate recovery for the 
ventura site. As mentioned abOVe, $ocal and Edison both have 
responsibiiities for cleanup of this site, A-Wmutual interest" 
site. As stated in the application (pp. i04-10G), S6Cal and Edison 
intend to work together in a coordinated manner to compiete a cost
effectiVe cleanup of mutual interest sites. socaland Edison have 
an agreement for another site, the venice site, on hOw to share the 
work and costs in a coordinated manner, and expect to reach a 
similar agreement fOT other mutual interest sites. In the past, _ 
the commission has authorized socal and Edison to record certain 
amounts associated with the venice site in a memorandum account for 
future recovery once the overall cleanup costs are wallocated 
equitably between the two utilities.- (See Resolution G-2983.) It 
is only logical that the equitabl~ allocation of the costs be 
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deterained once all oleanup work is complete, and the total cost of 
cleanup is known, We see no reason to treat the Ventura site 
differently than other ~utual-interest sites. Accordingly, we will 
defer rate recovery for the Ventura site until all the cleanup work 
at the site is complete and the total cost of cleanup is known. 
PCBs Cleanup Expenses 

socal first detected PCBs contamination in its pipeline 
system in 1~81. SoCal informed the Commission about the PCBS 
contamination and that the source of the contamination was 
Transwestern's interstate pipeline which delivers natural gas to 
SoCal at the california border. Soca} also provideci the commission 
a plan for handling, marking. storing, and disposing of the PCBs in 
accordance with applicable regulations. The plan contained 
detailed procedures for removing potentially contaminated liquids 
and solids from the system, sampling for PCBs, temporary storage, 
and labeling; transportation for disposal, and recordkeeping. 

The rate recoVery for PCBs cleanUp activity was initl~lly 
authorized in socal's Test Year i983 general rate case. In that 
proceeding, the commission issued D.82-1i-054 which authorized 
$2,463 million in 1983, and $2.531 in 1984 to cover PCBs cleanup 
expenses for the respective years. since it was difficult to 
forecast PCBs cleanup expenses, D.82-1i-054 also ordered socai to 
establish a balancing account for PCBs cleanup expenses. 

In SoCal's Test Year 1985 general rat~ case proceeding, 
the Commission issued D.84-12-069 which continued the PCBs 
balancing account. However, because of overcollection in the PCBs 
balancing account, SoCal was ordered to refund $2.056 million to 
ratepayers and to use the remaining $2.086 million to fund future 
PCBs cleanup expenses. 

In 1986, SoCal sought recovery for the eXpenditures made 
for removal and disposal of the material containing the PCBs. The 
Commission directed SoCal to pursue the recovery of costs from 
those responsible for the contamination. Accordingly, SoCal sent 
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Transwestern an invoice for its e~penses of $4.& million. SoCal 
also sent a demand for arbitration to Transwest~rn, sinc& the 
service agre~ment tor the sale and purchase otnatural gas b~tween 
SoCal and Transwestern specified that disputes arising under the 
agreement were to be settled by arbitration. 

The Commission subsequently addressed the PCBs cleanup 
issue in socal's Test Year 1990 general rate case. In that 
proceeding, the Commission issued 0.90-01-016 which deferred 
amortization in rates of the undercollection in the PCBs balancing 
account, made that account noninterest-bearing, and deferred 
recov~ry of forecast expenses until resolution ot Socal's pending 
arbitration against Transwestern for PCBs expenses. 

0.90-01-016 also ordered a Hazwaste reasonableness review 
proceeding after resolution of the Tran~western PCBs arbitration. 
We also directed socal to present the results of the arbitration 
and recommend a course of action with respect to the PCBs eXpenses 
not covered by the arbitration award. 

socai and Transwestern negotiated a settlement for ali of 
Socal's PCBs damage claims from 1981 through 1988. The arbitration 
panel found that the settlement agreement between socai and 
Transwestern was fair and reasonable, and in the best interests of 
the naturai gas consumers in Socal's service territory. The 
agreement addressed damages" for the periOd through December 31, 
1988, for PCBs entering Transwestern's system at Transwestern's 
Corona, New Mexico compressor station. The agreement had no eff~ct 
on any future claims for the periOd beginning on January 1, 1989, 
for damages attributable to the PCBs entering Transwestern's 
pipeline system at its Corona, New Mexico compressor station. 

The settlement agreement contained several terms 
including: 

o Transwestern shai~ pay SoCal $7,100,600 as 
complete payment for SoCal's claims for 
PCBs damages through December 31, 1988: 
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o The entire record of the prQCeedinq may·be 
used in any future PCBs claimsl and 

$ocal shall haVe n6 res~nsibility other 
than reasonable ~~operatlon with 
Transwestern's effort to seek damages from 
any third party related to the operation of 
Transwestern's compressor station. 

since sOCal has resolved its arbitration with 
Transwestern regarding PCBs cleanup expenses for the 1981 - 1988 
period, SoCal in compliance with 0.91-01-012 has raised the PCBs 
issue in this reasonableness review proceeding. 

SoCal's total PCBs cleanup costs through December 31, 
1988 were $8,289,000. Thus, by recovery of $7,100,000 from 
Transwestern, S6Cal was able to recover 86% of its total PCBs 
cleanup costs from Transwestern. SoCal is not seeking any rate 
recovery for its PCBs cleanup prOgram in this proceeding. However, 
socal is seeking a finding from the Commission that its settlement 
with Trans~estern regarding PCBs cleanup costs for the period 
ending December 31, 1988 was fair and reasonable, and that its PCBs 
cleanup expenses were reasonable. 

It should be noted that in addition to the recovery of 
the settlement amount, socal has recovered $2,983,000 in rates fOr 
PCBs cleanup expenses. Accordingly, the PCBs account has an 
Overcollection. 

SoCal also requests that the PCBs memorandum account 
which was made non interest-bearing by 0.91-01-016 be made interest
bearing henceforth. According to socal, such accounts are 
typicallY interest-bearing. SoCAl argues that the commission 
removed interest coverage on the account to giveSoCal an incentive 
to quickly resolve its claims against Transwestern. SoCal asserts 
that since it has settled with Transwestern not only for the period 
1981 - 1988, but for 1989 - 1990, the reason for keeping the PCBs 
memorandum account noninterest-bearing no lOnger exists. In 
addition, SoCal argues that the memorandum account is currently 
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overcollected and thus it is the ratepayer who is being adversely 
affected by the non interest-bearing feature of the PCBs memorandum 
account. 

While DRA is cOncerned that soCal was able to recover 
only 86\ of its PCBs expenses trom Transwestern, DRA recommends 
that the Commission approve the settlement between socal and 
Transwestern and limit S6Cal's rate recovery for pre-1989 PCBs 
cleanup eXpenses to $8,289,000. ORA, recommends, however, that the 
Commission defer ruling that the eXpenses incurred for PCBs cleanup 
through December 31, 1988 were prudent and reasonable. ORA also 
opposes socal's proposal to make the PCBs memorandum account 
interest-bearing henceforth, alleging that to do so would remove 
any incentive tor socal to pursue recovery of PCBs cleanup costs 
from Transwestern. 

We approve socal's settlement with Transwestern. We note 
that the settlement appropriately permits SoCal to recover 86% Of 
its PCBs cleanup expenses for the periOd 198i - 1988 without 
prejudice to resolution of recovery of subsequently incurred costs 
and that other provisions of the settlement also appear to be 
reasonable. 

We reject DRA's recommendation that the commission not 
issue a finding that socal's PCBs cieanup eXpenses through 
December 31, 1988 are prUdent and reasonable, until socai sUbmits 
the eXpenses for rate recovery in a subsequent reasonableness 
proceeding. While DRA is correct in asserting that socal is not 

. seeking rate recovery for its PCBs cleanup expenses, DRA has 
overlooked the fact that SoCal has provided ali the necessary 
details about its PCBs cleanup eXpenses. ORA has not provided any 
reason to support its recommendation to delay review 6f socal's 
PCBs cleanup costs. In addition, 0.90-01-016 directed that both 
the settlement with Transwestern and the PCBs cleanup cost not 
recovered through the settlement be resolved in this prOceeding. 
There is no good reason to delay the resolution of the matter. 
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S6Cal has provided adequate justification for the 14\ of its PCBs' 
cleanup expenses it did not recover through the settie~ent. We 
find socal's PCBs cleanup eXpenses for the periOd 1981 through i988 
to be reasonable. 

Finally, we will consider socal's request to make the 
PCBs memorandum account interest-bearing henceforth. while ORA 
opposes socai's request, it demands that oVercollections in the 
PCBs memorandum account be credited to ratepayers with interest. 
The only way to ensure that ratepayers receive interest on the 
overcollections is to make the PCBs memorandum account interest
bearing. In addition, since the PCBs memorandum account could be 
over- or undercollected, it would be fair to both shareholders and 
ratepayers to make the account interest-bearing. Socal has settled 
with Transwestern, and the reason for keeping the memorandum 
account non interest-bearing as an incentive for SoCal to negotiate 
no longer exists. We will make the PCBs memorandum account 
interest-bearing henceforth. The interest rate for the PCBs 
memorandum account will be the same rate which applies to SOCal's 
Consolidated Adjustment Mechanism Account. 
ImlIir'leilt Eitdattgerment Cleanup ExpeitSeS 

On occasion during the investigation phase at a site, 
SoCal may discover a condition that presents an immediate danger of 
public exposure to hazardous substances that must be cleaned up 
immediately. such activities constitute remediation, the cost-of 
which can be booked to the memorandum account under the existing
procedure only after issuance of a resolution approving an advice 
letter. However, in imminent endangerment cases, s6cal is not abl~ 
to wait the 60 or more days typically reqUired for the processing 
of an advice letter and must expend funds without an opportunity 
for rate recovery. In recent years, SoCal has had to conduct two 
such imminent endangerment cleanups. 

In its next general rate case for Test Year 1994, socal 
intends to request a forecast allowance in base rates for imminent 
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endange~ent costs that could supersede recovery through the 
memorandum account. In the interim, socal is seeking a praotioal 
~echanism that would allow it to recover in rates the cost of 
imminent endangerment cleanups. socal proposes the establishment 
of an expedited advice letter process. socal beiievesthe best 
approach would be tor the Commission to authorize a speoial 
subaccount of the hazardous substance memorandum account for 
imminent endangerment cleanups. According to the proposal, SoCal 
would not have to file an advice letter and obtain a further 
resolution relating to any speoific site before booking costs to. 
this subaccount. Rather, socal would only be required to report to 
the Commission within 30 days that it had incurred and booked costs 
for a particular imminent endangerment site. 

According to SoCal, this treatment is analOgous to the 
preapproval to book costs for nonspecific, governmental-declared 
disaster costs (such as earthquakes) authorized in Resolution 
E-3238 issued in July 1991. sotal argues that the commission would 
not have to worry about wwrlting a blank checkn for such activity. 
S6Cal would agree to capping the costs that could be recovered for 
any imminent endangerment occurrence to $50,000. SoCal contends 
the recovery of this cost would still be subject to reasonpbleness 
review before being reflected in rates. 

Initially, DRA opposed the proposal. However, dUring the -
hearings, soca.lis witness Hadriaga ciarified that the proposed 
amount of imminent endangerment cleanup expense is $50,000 per 
site, not per Occurrence. In addition, Madriaga testified that the 
expedited procedure being sought pertains only to Towne gas sites, 
not all potential Hazwaste cleanup sites. According to Kadriaga,-
if Socal anticipates that cleanup expenses at a site will exceed 
$50,000 during the time the emergency cleanup is being performed, 
SoCal will tile an advice letter to capture expenses in excess of 
$50,000. After receivi~g clarification of Socal's proposal, DRA 
withdrew its objections. 

- 16 -
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We adopt socal's proposai to book up to $sO.-OOO pet-T6line 
gas site in imminent endangennent oleanup eXpenses in a subaccount.-_
We will require SOCal to report to the commission within 30 days 
that it has incurred and booked ekpensesf6r a particular Towne gas 
site. The imminent endangerment oleanup eXpenses wili not be 
reflected in rates without a reasonable review of the expenses 
unless we order an alternative ratemaking treatment for Hazwaste 
expenses, as discussed elsewhere in this decision. 

In its comments on the ALJ's proposed decision, SOCal 
contends that the proposed decision incorrectly states witness 
Madriaga's position. According to socal, while Madriaga 
recommended that socal be allowed to book into the subaccount up to 
$50,000 per occurrence in imminent endangerment cleanup expenses, 
the proposed decision allows socal to book only $50,000 per site 
regardless of the number of such occurrences at a given site. 

Atter reviewing the record, we find that Madriaga had _ 
initially testified that the $50,000 limit in imminent endangerment 
cleanup expenses was per site not per occurrence. In his redirect 
testimony he modified his position to place the $50,000 limit per 
occurrence. DRA agreed to the $50,000 limi.t per site based on 
Madriaga's original testimony. By this decision we authorize 
socal to book into a subaccount up to $50,000 per site in imminent 
endangerment cleanup expenses. 
Recovery of Long-Term Operation and 
Maintenance ~penses 

S6Cal proposes to transfer recovery of long-term 
operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses for remediation of TOwne 
gas sites from memorandum account to base rates adopted in a 
<jEmeral rate case. According to the proposal, the initial O&M 
expenses tor remediation that are incurred between SoCal's generai 
rate caSes will be recoVered through the advice letter/memorandum 
account procedure. After the primary cleanup,is completed, All 
subsequent long-term O&M eXpenses may be incurred for activities 
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such as monitoring conditions where the regUlatory agency bas " 
allowed some waste to remain on the site, or where th.eie is long
term groundwater monitoring or treatment. socal contends that such 
expenses are likely to be fairly predictable, and therefore are 
appropriate to be included in base rates. According to socal, an 
advantage of its proposal would be that the exclusion of these 
expenses from the memorandum account wouid make it less likely that 
the $5 million trigger amount requiring filing of a reasonableness 
review application would be reached. 

oRA opposes SoCal's request to place ong6ing O&M expenses 
in base rates, contending that such action would drasticallY reduce 
the protection available to ratepayers under the reasonableness 
review process. ORA argues that if the ongoing O&M expenses are 
included in base rates, the commission ~ili not be able "to review 
the !easonableness of such expenses. According to ORA, the need 
for a reasonableness review become very obvious when one considers 
the case Of socal i s olympic site where the Department of Health 
services has approved a plan which requires O&M activities for at 
least 30 years. ORA argues that under the current procedure, SOCal 
will have to Justify these costs in at least ten reasonablemess 
reviews. ORA claims that the magnitude of dollars involved in sUch 
ongoing O&H expenses makes it necessary to continue the current 
reasonableness review process. In addition, ORA asserts that the' 
current procedure is in no way unfair to socal. 

while we agree with socai that including the ongoing O&M 
eXpenses at a Towne 9as site may reduce the number Of filings for 
reasonableness reviews, we share ORA'S concern for protection for 
ratepayers. Resolution of this issue must necessarily be deferred 
until we have determined whether reasonableness review, or some 
other rate treatment, is appropriate for determining rate recovery . 
of Hazwaste expenses. In the interim; we reject SoCal's proposal 
and authorize the continuation of the current advice 
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letter/memorandum account procedure for recovery of ongoinq 0&" 
expenses at SOCal's Towne gas sites. 
Rate Recovery 

we defer authorization of rate recovery for the Hazwaste 
expenses at issue in this proceeding until further Commission 
order, as described herein. 
Findings of Fact 

1. SoCal tiled A.9i-04-044 seeking a reasonableness review 
of certain Hazwaste cleanup program eXpenses. 

2. SOCal seeks to recover in rates effective January 1, 
1993, expenses booked in the Hazwaste memorandum account in the 
amount of $1,067,090 plus interest and allowance for franchise fees 
and uncoilectibles. 

3. ORA recommends that socal be aiiowed to recover in rates 
$729,639 plus interest and allowance for franchise fees and 
uncollectibles. 

4. ORA's cost sharing proposal does not adequately balance 
the risks faced by shareholders and ratepayers. 

5. SoCal has failed to demonstrate through clear and 
convincing evidence the reasonableness of the expenses it seeks to 
recover in rates. 

6. It would not be fair to deny SoCa! recovery of ali 
expenses booked in the Hazwaste memorandum account on th~ bAsis of 
its inSUfficient showing because it may be difficult if not 
impossible for soCal to demonstrate the reasonableness of-the 
Hazwaste expenses and the actions which led to the incurring of 
those expenses, and therefore reasonableness review may not bathe 
most appropriate ratemaking treatment for such eXpenses. 

7. It would also be unfair to assume that Socal acted 
prudently at all times and to require ratepayers to pay for all 
Hazwaste cleanup expenses. 

- 19 -
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8. Recovery of Hazwast~ eXpenses throU9h incentive 
mechanls~s or other ratemaking treatment based on cost sharing may 
be more appropriate than reasonableness review. 

9. An incentive and/or cost sharing mechanism may be 
appropriate in iight Of the complexities assooiated with the burden 
ot proof of reasonableness and to assure that socal will have a 
stake in minimizing Hazwaste oleanup expenses ~nd pursuing recovery 
from other PRPs and insurance carriers. 

10. The record in this proceeding does not provide a basis 
for adopting a specific incentive or cost sharing mechanism. 

11. Any ratemaking alternative to reasonableness review 
should be deVeloped after parties and interested persons are 
allowed an opportunity for comment. 

12. socal has sold seVeral Towne gas sites or portions of 
Towne gas sites and retained the gain-on-sale for its shareholders. 

13. When socal sold its Towne gas sites, the existing 
accounting procedures allowed it to retain the gain-on-sale tor its 
shareholders. 

14. For the three sites at issue in this proceeding, the 
retained gain-on-sale is dwarfed by the amount of the Hazwaste 
cleanup costs. 

15. SoCal has a mutual interest with Edison for cleanup of 
the Ventura site. 

16. Rate recovery tor other mutual-interest sites has b~en 
deferred until cleanup at these sites is complete and the totai 
cost of cleanup is known. 

17. Socal has incurred $8;289,000 in PCBs oleanup eXPenses 
through December 31, 1988. 

18. socal has negotiated a settlement with Transwestern which 
requires Transwestern to pay socai $7,100,000 for PCBs cleanup 
costs through December 31, 1988. 
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19. The provisions of the settlement between socal and 
Transwestern"are fair and reasonable and in the best interest of 
ratepayers. 

20. socal has provided adequate justification of its PCBs 
cleanup expenses incurred through December 31, 1988. 

21. socal proposes a procedure for recovery of Immin~nt 
endangerment cleanup expenses which will allow Socal to book up to 
$50,00 per Towne gas site in remedial cleanup expenses in a 
subaccount without seeking prior Commission approval through an 
advice letter filing. The procedure will reqUire Socal to report 
to the commission that it has incurred and booked the expenses in 
the subaccount for a particular imminent endangerment site. 

22. 0.91-01-016 ordered that SoCal's PCBs memorandum account 
be made noninterest-bearing as an incentive for soca! to negotiate 
a settlement with Transwestern for recovery of PCBs cleanup 
expenses. 

23. since Socal has negotiated a settlement with 
Transwestern, the need to keep the PCBs memorandum account 
non interest-bearing no longer exits. 
conclusions of Law 

1. Parties and intervenors should address in written 
comments the appropriateness of reasonableness review and 
alternative methods of recovery of Hazwaste cieanup expenses, 
including but not limited to cost sharing and incentive mechanisms. 

2. Parti.es and intervenors should·address in written 
comments whether shareholders aSsumed any risk concurrent with 
their retention of gain-on-sale for Towne gas sites, in light of 
the law and practice at the time of sale. 

3. Parties and intervenors should propose in written 
comments the appropriate ra.temaking treatment for recovery from 
ratepayers of any Hazwaste expenses associated with Towne gas 
sites, including incentive and/or cost sharing proposals. 
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4. Rate recovery of the Hazwaste expenses at issue-in this 
proceeding should be deferred until further order. 

5. Rate recovery for the Ventura site should be deferred 
until the cleanup at the site is complete and the total cost of 
cleanup is known~ 

6. S6Cal's settlement with Transwestern regarding recovery 
of PCBs cleanup expenses is reasonable. 

7. SoCal's PCBs cleanup expenses through December 31, 1988 
were reasonable and prudent. 

8. Socal's PCBs memorandum account should be made interest~ 
bearing hencef6rth. 

9. Socal's proposed expedited procedure tor rec9very of 
imminent endangerment cleanup expenses should be adopted. 

10. Resolution of socal's request to recover long-term 6&M 
expenses for remediation through base rates should be deferred 
pending resolution of the appropriate ratemaking treatment for 
Hazwaste expenses, and in the interim, the current advice 
letter/memorandum account procedure should be continued. 

ORDBR 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Within 90 days of the effective date of this order, 

southern California Gas company (SoCal) and the Division of 
Ratepayer AdVocates (ORA) shall address in written comments ~he _ 
appropriateness of reasonableness review and alternate methods~f 
recovery of hazardous waste (Hazwaste) cleanup expenses, and shall 
propose any alternative recovery methOds, including but not limited 
to incentive mechanisms and/or cost sharing. Other interested 
parties and potential interested parties are urged to tile written 
comments on these issues. 

2. within 90 days of the effectiVe date-of this order; Socal 
and DRA shall propose in written comments whether shareholders 
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assUmed any risk concurrent with their retention ofgairt-on-sale of 
Towne gas sites, in light 6f the law and practice at the tiDe of 
sale. SoCal and DRA also shoutd propose the appropriate rate~akin9 
treatment for recovery from ratepayers of any Hazwaste expenses 
associated with these sites. Proposals may include, but need not 
be limited to incentive mechanisms and/or cost sharing. Other 
interested parties and potentiai interested parties are urged to 
file written comments on these issues. 

3. socal is authorized to book into a subaccount up to 
$50,000 in imminent endangerment cleanup eXpenses at each of its 
Towne gas sites. within 30 days after incurring such expenses, 
socat shall report to the Commission that it has incurred and 
booked such expenses for a particular Towne gas site. The imminent 
endangerment cleanup expenses 1n the subaccount shall be subject to 
a reasonable review or other authorized rulemaking procedure, 
before recoVery is allowed in rates. 

4. socal is authorized to accrue interest on the amounts 
booked into the polychlorinated biphenyls cleanup expense 
memorandum account. The interest accrual shall not begin until the 
effective date of this order, and shall be at the interest rate 
applicable to socal's consolidated AdJustment Mechanism Account. 

5. We direct the Executive Director to serve a copy of this 
decision upon the service list established for this proceeding 
(Application (A.) 91-04-004), and upon the serVice lists in the 
foliowing dockets~ Pacific Gas and Electric Company's pending 
general rate case (A.91-11-036), San Diego Gas & Electric Company's 
pending qenerai rate case (A.91-11-024); and southern california 
Edison company's most recent general rate case (A.90-1i-Q18). 

6. Potential interested parties (e.g. persons or entities 
not now parties to this proceeding) shall file a Notice of 
participation with our Docket Office at 505 van Ness Avenue, san 
Francisco, CA 94102, within 30 days from the effective date of this 
decision. The notice shall set foIth the interest of the person or 
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entity in this proceedir'igl cOlltain a brief, prel1miiuiry stAtement 
of :the issue or issues -to be ~ddressed in the comments, and sha1i 
identify the name, address, and telephone number of the person 
designated to accept service. The assigned administrative law 
judge will coropl1~ a new service list for this proceeding and mail 
it to all parties prior to the time ccmunents are due. 

7. This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated November 23, 1992, at San Francisco, California. 
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DESCRIPl'ION OF HAZARDOus WASTE cUooroP 
SITES UNDER REVIEW IN THIS PROcEEDING 

Olympic Base Towne Gas site 
The site is approximately four acres in size and is part 

of a 14-acre property owned by Southern california Gas company 
(soCal) at 2424 E. olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, california. 
currently most of the site is undeveloped, but the northern portion 
is partially coVered with asphalt and leased to the city of LOs 
Angeles' Road Department for its asphalt plant operations. SoCa! 
also has buildings and paved roadways on the site which are used 
for a variety of soCal's distribution and transmission operatiohsi 

The OlYmpic Base site investigation was initiated in 
september 1983 at the request of the Los Angeles Regional water 
Quality control Board and the california Department of Health 
Services (DRS). 

A consent order was issued by DRS in December 1986 which 
specifies the key activities and schedUles for the work required at 
the site. 

In addition, SoCal prepared a Remedial Action plan for 
the site which was approved by DRS on April 25, 1991. socal has 

since requested commission approval to bOok up to $1,i91,OOO for 
remediation activities at the site. Not all of the expenses for 
remedial activities are being recovered in this proceeding. socal 
is seeking to recover $222,532 hazardous waste (Hazwaste) cleanup 
expenses at the site for the period september 23, 1987 through 
December 31, 1990. SOCal was authorized to hook up to $229;000 in 
Hazwaste program expenses for the period in question. 



DinUba Base Towne Gas site 
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Dinuba Base TOWne Gas site (Dinuba site) is located on 
Kern street in Dinuba, California. soCal sold the southern portion 
of the property in 1971 and currently uses the northern portion of 
the site. 

The site investigation began in i985 when Socal's 
research of historical records revealed evidence of a gas plant 
operation at the present location of the Dinuba site. 
subsequently, an inspection of the base followed by a review of 
property ownership records revealed that contiguous property 
occupied by a church/day-care center with an unpaved playground 
area was once part of the Towne gas plant site. socal conducted 
limited sampling of surface and shallow subsurface soils at the 
church property and socal's base in NOvember 1985. 

on January 26, i986, after learning of contamination at 
the site, the TUlare county Health Department ordered the day-care 
center closed indefinitely. subsurface soil contamination was 
independently verified by the Fresno District Office of DHS. In 
March 1986, the central Valley Regional water Quality control Board 
(CVRWQCB) directed SoCal to submit a workplan for geotechnical 
investigations at the church and Dinuba site properties to assess 
the effects on groundwater of prior disposal of waste. 

since that time, Socal has been conducting investigations 
at the site under the direction of CVRWQCB, and responding to DHS' 
and Tulare county Bealth Department's concerns as well. 

SoCal is seeking to recover $283,385 for its Hazwaste 
program for this site. 

\ 
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Visalia TOWne Gas site 
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This site is iocated at 300 North Tipton street, Visalia, 
California. SoCal acquired the site in 1927 and has since sold 
parts of it to KB Management company and to Pacific Bell. 

The first evidence of contamination was found in 1987 

when Pacific Bell discovered a leak in some machinery. subsequent 
groundwater analyses showed soii contamination. A formal 
investigation into the soil contamination showed pollutants 
commonly associated with gas-manufacturing, and discovered an 
underground vault of unknown origin. The vault was circular, 25 

feet in diameter and six-feet deep. 
The Tulare county Department of Health services then 

directed the property Owner to provide additional information and 
to comply with the california regulations for underground storage 
tanks. However, the owner refused to comply and referred the 
matter to SoCal. SoCal agreed to comply with the directive, but 
specified that any future remediation not associated with the vault 
would be discussed as a new matter because socal was not accepting . 
responsibility for it. 

Socal is seeking to recover $3;905 of its Hazwaste 
program expenses which it incurred through December 3i, 1990. 

aperatinqIndustrles,.Inc. 
com.peilsation and Liability Act 

The site is located near LOs Angeles and was operated by 
Operating Industries, Inc. It was used for disposal of municipal 
and industrial wastes from 1948 to 1984. It was listed on the 
Environmental protection Agencyis (EPA) National priority List in 
May 1986; it was ranked number 71 out of a total of 1,250 sites 
nationwide. 
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socal was identified by EPA as a potentially responsible 
party (PRP) that had disposed of wastes at the site. The site 
operating records show that socal disposed ot approximately 
4,000,000 gallons of waste at the site. socal requested 
authorization to hook $445,393 in oleanup costs to a memorandum 
account through December 31, 1990. socal is seeking to recover 
this amount in rates. 

socal joined the other parties in an organization named 
the Operating Industries, Inc. site steering committee to negotiate 
with EPA and to develop site information relevant to the cieanup 
and other matters. The first formal acknowledgment of iiability 
for the site cleanup was made in a partial consent decree in a 
united states District Court case, united states v. chevron 
chemical company. et alA Then, the entities acknowledging 
liability formed a new working group named the coalition 
Undertaking Remedial Efforts; Inc. to perform the necessary 
remedial work. 

The United states District Court for the central District 
of california issued a Partial Consent Decree in united states Vi 

Chevron Chemical company. et al., on May 11, 1989. Socal was one 
of 115 PRPs signing the decree. The EPA began negotiations on 
another partial consent decree for further necessary site work. 
ventura Station site 

This 8.5 acre site is located within the city of San 
Buenaventura in california at Olive street and McFarlane Drive. 
The portion of the site that the manufactured gas plant was on was 
owned by socal, Vetco Offshore Industries, Inc., U.S.A. properties 
Corp., the state of california, and the city of san 8uenaVentura 
when the advice letter was submitted in 1988, SoCal's portion of 
the site is about half of the original qas-manufacturinq plant 
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site. The remainder ot the site is used tor industrial and h!qhway 
purposes. 

socal sold 52% of the Ventura Station site (ventura site) 
in 1953, while maintaining ownership 01 the eastern portion for a 
transmission compressor station. BOCa} has requested $111,875 for 
cleanup of the portion of the site it currently owns. Bocal is not 
requesting recovery of any oleanup eXpenses for the portion of the 
site Which was sold. However, in January 1991, the Regionai Water 
Quality control Board (RWQCB) directed. BoCal to investigate the 
entire ventura Site tor contamination. socal has informed RWQCB 

that southern ctliifornia Edison CompanY-and other buyers of the 
western portion of the ventura site are PRPs for cleanup of the 
site. 

Recovery of any expenses at this site are being de"ferred. 
since there are other PRPs for cleanup at the site. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 


